
Name:    120 points 

Website Project Grade Sheet 
 

(5pt.)______Homepage (named:  index) with a navigation bar that links all your pages together  

         (spry widget or develop rollovers in Fireworks or a template for the navigation bar) 
 

(3pt.)______Create a folder for your images and CSS styles to keep them organized. 

 --An external CSS style sheet needs to be created named main_styles.css. 
 

(2pt.)_____Create your own content for your pages.   

 You may use the Internet for some of the content, but the websites will need to be cited. 
 

(10pt.)_____Include approximately 10-15 images.  A majority need to be your own images.   

 If you use images from the Internet that needs to be cited somewhere in your website. 
 

(5pt.)______A table with at least 3 rows and 3 columns of information and make it look visually 

 appealing with borders; cell alignment; maybe some color.  May include more than one table. 
 

(8pt.)______Create a spry accordion using at least 3 pictures & text to describe them (colored panels, width) 
 

(8pt.)______Create a spry tabbed panel (you decide your content – at least 3-4 panels colored, change width) 
 

(6pt.)______Include one form page that makes sense with your topic with at least 6 different buttons  

 (Ex. if you use 3 radio buttons that is considered one set) and you will need 5 more buttons.  

 Form elements needed:  radio, checkboxes, list menu, text field, text area and submit button 
 

(5pt.) ______Create a confirmation page for the submit button. 
 Add text on the page, a picture and a background color and make it look nice and link it to the button. 

 

(8pt.)_____Create an organized (table) citations page for content and images used or cite at the bottom of each 

  webpage.  Link up all of your sources to the websites. 
 

Other included criteria:   
(2pt.)______Add 2 keywords that pertain to your website topic 

(3pt.)______Add page titles on every page 

(2pt.)______One outside link on text that opens in a new window 

(2pt.)______One outside link on a picture that opens in a new window 

(1pt.)______One horizontal line 

(4pt.)______Two hotspots on one image map or one hotspot on two different image maps  

 (linked to either a web page or two in your site or two outside websites– the links must 

 pertain to your topic and open in a new window) 

(2pt.)______One bulleted list including 4-5 bullets (Can be ordered or unordered)  

(2pt.)______Create 2-3 anchors to sections of info. on one of the webpages (put these together on one page) 

(2pt.)______Background colors and font colors (make sure they are professional looking) 
 

 

(20pt.)______Website is designed in a professional manner with the content and organized. 
 

 

(10pt.)_______Storyboard approved 

 

Website project grade:__________ 

 

Comments: 


